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E D I T O R I A L

This issue of Leadership is devoted to Exemplary Leadership!

Committed to continuous learning, growth, and generative

change, LaGuardia Community College models exemplary

leadership in strategic planning. In our first article,

Rosemary Talmadge and Marcia Glick tell LaGuardia’s

story of An Appreciative Approach to Strategic Planning.

Using hundreds of appreciative interviews and a large one-

day Vision Summit, LaGuardia Community College

discovered the factors that gave life and energy to the

college. Sharing the process used by LaGuardia to identify

strengths and strategically work to promote change that

capitalized on those strengths, these authors show how

exemplary leaders can become catalysts for change by

creating engaged relationships where all members of the

campus community work together toward a common,

positive, strengths-based future.

The changing landscape of leadership in post-secondary

education gives urgency to our next article, Success Strategies

for Executive Searches: Making a Positive Difference Behind

the Scene. Providing leadership strategies for navigating the

politics of executive search committees, George Martinez

and Donna Schober, Maricopa County Community College

District, help us understand that the process of hiring

senior-level executives in post-secondary education serves

many constructive purposes. The specialized coordination

and communication required to lead executive search

processes set the stage for new leadership and serve as an

important prelude to organizational change. In addition to

selecting a new leader, executive searches engage multiple

stakeholders in envisioning change, reaffirming

organizational strengths, and identifying potential.

A Beatles’ tune . . . the story of a beloved high school math

teacher . . . and the promise of growth . . . all come together

in our next offering, To Nurture . . . To Bloom: A Leader’s

Story, by Larry Bouldin. This is the story of an exemplary

leader who found that integrating his personal passion and

professional goals could provide a catalyst for change. This

narrative recounts a transformation of the obligatory and

often ritualized faculty meeting held the first day of each

semester. With passion, purpose, and a unique perspective,

this leader “forces” growth and change!

What Makes an Exemplary Leader? Passion, purpose,

insight, discipline, and the ability to work effectively and

successfully in relationships with others! This is the

description of the leaders and leadership teams you will find

in the final section of this issue. We are honored to share the

Academy’s 2006 Exemplary Leaders. The 2006 Exemplary

Leaders and Leadership Teams were selected by colleagues

and honored at the Academy’s 2006 Annual International

Conference in Tucson, Arizona. These Exemplary Leaders

and Leadership Teams have demonstrated dedicated service,

inspired leadership, and the ability to create empowering

environments. Congratulations honorees. We salute you for

your exemplary leadership!  

Read more about these International Exemplary Leaders and
Leadership Teams by going to:
www.mc.maricopa.edu/other/chair/2005/images/

2007ExemplaryLeaders.pdf

Recognize an Exemplary Leader for 2007 by visiting our website at:
chair.conference@mcmail.maricopa.edu or

http://www.mc.maricopa.edu/other/chair/2007/nominate.htm

We are always interested in your ideas for Leadership. Please feel
free to email me at: idahlynnkarre@aol.com 

We look forward to hearing from you.

Exemplary leaders bring passion, purpose,
perspective, and significance to their work.
They foster hope, trust, and engaged relationships.With
insight and discipline, they become catalysts for change.

B y  I d a h l y n n  K a r r e
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“Because Appreciative Inquiry calls for a sea change in attitude
and thinking patterns, it is far more than a technique or
methodology for ‘fixing’ organizations. As a concept, it requires an
organization to make a commitment to continuous learning,
growth, and generative change.”

— Jane Magruder Watkins and David Cooperrider 

Overview
With an already strong track record of engaging faculty staff,

students, alumni and the community in strategic planning,

LaGuardia Community College turned to Appreciative Inquiry to

reframe its vision for the future. Through hundreds of appreciative

interviews and a large one-day Vision Summit, more than 400

people helped the College craft a new vision statement, identify its

core values and chart a course for the next 3 to 5 years. In the

process, LaGuardia experienced the power of using positive stories

and images in shaping the future.

A Historical Look at LaGuardia 
Community College
LaGuardia Community College, part of the City University of New

York (CUNY) is located in Long Island City in the Borough of

Queens. It was founded in 1971 to provide educational opportunities

to New Yorkers of all backgrounds, ages and means. From the

outset, the College was a place of creativity and innovation and a

leader among community colleges in the use of learning

communities and experiential education. Over the years, the College

grew from 50 faculty and 500 students in the first year to 300 full-

time faculty and 13,500 credit students by 2005. LaGuardia also

offers the largest public adult and continuing education program in

New York City, with more than 30,000 students taking non-credit

courses each year. Students now come from more than 160

countries and 110 languages are spoken on campus. LaGuardia is a

vibrant and growing community college. It ranks fifth in the nation

in graduating Hispanic students, was named one of the top three
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large urban community colleges by the 2003 National Survey of

Student Engagement, and in 2004 received the Hesburgh Certificate

of Excellence for undergraduate teaching and learning.

LaGuardia’s Experience With Visioning
In 2001, with a new President on board, LaGuardia undertook an

ambitious college-wide visioning process to set the course for the

next three years. Using outside consultants and an approach called

“whole scale change” the College brought 150 people together for 2

1/2 days to explore its rich history, consider current realities, and

create scenarios of the future. Eight major themes emerged to guide

our work:

• Engage in interdisciplinary skill development 

• Create ways to personalize education 

• Expand communication across all boundaries to create one college 

• Make diversity an advantage and empower minority males 

• Improve academic advisement 

• Create linkages among internal and external communities 

• Strengthen the culture of respect 

• Expand fundraising 

After the 2001 Summit, the College held open forums on campus to

solicit an even wider range of faculty and staff input. Since then,

LaGuardia developed a dynamic strategic planning process and

accomplished much of what it set out to do. In so doing, the

College engaged hundreds of faculty, staff, students, alumni and

members of the community in framing and achieving its goals.

A New Juncture
By the spring of 2004, LaGuardia was at another important

juncture. The College was completing the first major hiring of over

100 new faculty and staff in more than 10 years. At the same time

some of the most senior and valued faculty and staff members—

many of whom had been at the college for most of its history and

were instrumental in making it the dynamic and extraordinary

place it has become—were beginning to retire.

The College was looking for a new visioning process that would:

• Engage a wide range of faculty, staff, students, alumni and members

of the community.

• Allow us to reflect on what we deeply value and want to bring into

the future.

• Produce broad vision themes that would help us shape our next

strategic plan.

LaGuardia chose Appreciative Inquiry (AI) as an approach for the

new visioning process. Leaders believed it would allow the College

to accomplish all of its objectives and also offered a way to involve

many people in preparing for the summit – through Appreciative

Interviews conducted by the planning team and volunteers from

across the campus during the three months prior to the summit.

LEADERSHIP Vol. 13.1 Summer Issue 5
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What is Appreciative Inquiry (AI)?
Appreciative Inquiry is a process for looking at the best in people

and their organizations and communities. It is an approach that is

used by organizations and communities around the world to find

their positive strengths and understand the conditions for success. It

is frequently used in the process of planning. For institutions, it

offers a way to capture, through stories, the best moments in

peoples’ experiences and to inquire about what made those

moments possible.

David Cooperrider, working with Suresh Srivastva at Case Western

Reserve University, developed Appreciative Inquiry in the early 1980s

while conducting an organizational change project at the Cleveland

Clinic. They observed that when they used the then common

organizational development approach of analyzing problems, people

quickly lost energy and became discouraged about the task. In

response, Cooperrider and Srivastva began to inquire about the factors

that gave life and energy to the organization. They developed a

process that identified the strengths of the organization and promoted

change that capitalized on those strengths. The results were powerful.

Since then Appreciative Inquiry has been successfully used in

organizations and communities around the world, including British

Airways, the University of Wisconsin, the US Navy, Nutrimental

Foods (Brazil) and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.

Using Appreciative Inquiry at LaGuardia
In September 2004, the President invited faculty, staff and students

to volunteer to serve on a planning team for the new visioning

process. The College was especially committed to making sure that

both credit and non-credit programs were represented. In this case,

thirty people came forward representing every division of the

college as well as seven academic departments and the student

government association. The group included new and senior faculty,

including one senior faculty member who had served on the first

Vision Summit planning team.

To lead the process, the College engaged Jane Magruder Watkins, a

leader in applying Appreciative Inquiry in organizations and

communities in more than 50 countries around the world. She is

co-author of Appreciative Inquiry: Change at the Speed of

Imagination. Jane and her partner Ralph Kelly of Appreciative

Inquiry Unlimited introduced the LaGuardia planning team to 

Appreciative Inquiry, helped them design an interview protocol

tailored to their needs, and trained them to conduct Appreciative

Interviews. With support from the College’s internal consultant for

organizational development, the team identified six areas for inquiry

and, in a relatively short period of time, conducted more than 250

interviews with faculty, staff, students, alumni and members of the

community. These interviews asked participants about their best

experiences, what they value about the college and what their

wishes were for the future.

The response of the College to the interviewing process was

overwhelmingly positive. New faculty members interviewed senior

faculty members. This allowed them to learn first hand about the

history of the institution and what their colleagues saw as the

strengths of the college that should be built on in the future. Senior

faculty reported they enjoyed sharing their experiences. Staff

members paired up at Divisional meetings to interview each other.

Students in credit and non-credit programs interviewed one

another in classes. All across the campus the interviews generated

an energy and excitement quite unlike any other process in which

we have been engaged.

A P P R E C I A T I V E  I N Q U I R Y  A N D  S T R A T E G I C  P L A N N I N G
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pushed to dream. It’s thinking outside the box;
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A senior administrator who has been at LaGuardia
for more than 25 years said:

“I value LaGuardia’s ethos. For an institution, there is great ‘heart’

here. I value the fact that LaGuardia has always had a strong

commitment to students and student-centeredness and a high

quality of education offered and mostly delivered. Education can

solve a lot of the world’s most important problems and what we

do at LaGuardia is important.” 

A long-time faculty member stated:
“The core value of LaGuardia is ‘eudaemonia,’ the Greek word for

‘happiness’ that means ‘the full exercise of the soul’s power.’ I

value LaGuardia’s commitment to recognizing, supporting and

inspiring people to fully exercise their soul’s powers. There is a

buzz at LaGuardia—you can feel the energy of exceptionally

talented people working as a community to achieve shared goals.

The institution has always prized excellence and creativity,

supporting those striving to discover innovative paths to achieving

great success for students.”

Another faculty member described a climate that
encouraged creativity:

“My work with ePortfolio and First Year Experience, without a

doubt, has allowed me to be creative. This work has pushed me to

my limits, learning how to be a better teacher and to transition to

my role as a faculty leader. So many days, I feel like I’m standing

on the edge of the unknown. No other college has really

undertaken a project of this magnitude. However, it’s possible

because of the constant assertions of our leaders that we should

dream big. I think I do my best work when I’m being pushed to

dream. It’s thinking outside the box; it’s reaching for the stars

without worrying about whether or not it’s realistic. And, it’s the

kind of thinking we need to make ourselves the best college, and

the best teachers we can be for our students.” 

A former student, now a member of the staff, said:
“Here at LaGuardia we have the space to make mistakes, reflect

on them and do better. What I have seen is, ‘We want you to

grow.’ People at all levels encouraged me.” 

The president of a student club spoke about the
diversity of the student body:

“The nationalities of the executive board of my club demonstrate the

various cultures that are represented at LaGuardia. I am African-

American, the vice-president is Hispanic, the secretary is Indian, the

Student Advisory Committee chair is from the Philippines, the

alternate is Japanese, and the treasurer is Hispanic.”

A former teacher at a local high school (now
teaching at the College) identified what she saw 
as the core value of the College:

“I value the intellectual curiosity I see at LaGuardia. I have always

found the people I have worked with from the College to be open,

reasonable, stimulating, and reliable. I have been impressed with

the excellence of the planning; the caring and the way people

seem to interact. There is always a sense of, ‘Okay. Let’s try it.’ I

wanted to be part of that.” 

And a faculty member talked about a shared
commitment to making change in the world:

“I think the core value of LaGuardia is creating change.

LaGuardia does what it needs to in order to best enable

faculty and students to effect change in their lives and the

larger world. Without the need to create change LaGuardia

wouldn’t be the same as it is now. It wouldn’t have the same

buzz about it—the same vibrancy—the same sense of hope.”

In all, the planning team interviewed more that 250 people and

collected more than 1000 stories like these. In the process we learned a

great deal about the power of reframing the questions we are asking

ourselves, and others who have a stake in the future of LaGuardia.

A P P R E C I A T I V E  I N Q U I R Y  A N D  S T R A T E G I C  P L A N N I N G
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The Vision Summit
The stories from the interviews were shared with the 265 faculty,

staff, students, alumni and members of the community who

attended a day-long Summit, “Our Vision, Our Future” which was

held in February 2005. Inspired by the stories that were gathered in

the interviews, the planning team creatively presented some of the

stories at the Summit through videotaped interviews, posters

featuring some of the interviewees and their stories and a dramatic

reading of stories by students from a theatre class.

Ninety-five faculty, 95 staff and 45 students and alumni took part in

the proceedings. Thirty members of the community, including state

and local officials, Board of Trustee members and staff from the City

University of New York, local business leaders, religious leaders,

community leaders, representatives from other Colleges and

LaGuardia Foundation Board members also participated.

At the Summit, participants shared their own stories and used the

stories from the interviews to identify the important strengths for

LaGuardia to build on in the future. Participants dreamed about the

kind of future they desired and collectively created “provocative

statements” or themes to guide the College for the next 3 to 5 years.

Moving Dreams Into Action
After the Summit, a new vision statement was created reflecting the

ideas developed by Summit participants.

Our Vision
Begin with this premise: To change a mind is 

to change the world.

‘Now transform that premise into an organizing principle.

Imagine that a single act of inspiration holds the capacity to

excite other minds and draw them toward a common purpose.

‘Then imagine an environment where such energy is free to

move, like a current, through an entire organization. A

particular kind of community begins to take shape.

‘Now see that energy harnessed in pursuit of shared goals all

within a single place and across three decades.

‘Finally, give that place a name: LaGuardia Community College.

‘In this place we join the discipline of scholarship with the

practice of pedagogy and place both in service to all—whether

native born or from abroad. And we do so in a community

unique in the world—that most intensely global, outrageously

diverse locale known as Western Queens, New York City.

‘In this way we hope to conceive what is often only imagined—

a kind of useful excellence—one that celebrates potential as

well as achievement. It is a vision we carry in trust from our

founders which holds that for a college to be true to its students,

the education must be true to life.

‘Today, however, we inhabit a new educational landscape, one

those founders would hardly recognize. As part of America’s

most international neighborhood, we are now compelled to

explore new educational forms, better connect to other

institutions, and remind ourselves continually that educational

aspirations can last a lifetime.

A P P R E C I A T I V E  I N Q U I R Y  A N D  S T R A T E G I C  P L A N N I N G
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Inspired by this vision and the goals established by the City

University of New York, SIX NEW STRATEGIC THEMES were

developed to guide our work over the next 3 to 5 years:

PURSUE ACADEMIC QUALITY across disciplines and

cultures for the purpose of developing minds ready for

the challenge of further study and a competitive

marketplace.

SUPPORT STUDENT SUCCESS that leads to a life of

personal fulfillment, economic security, and community

service.

EMBRACE DIVERSITY, not just for what it teaches us

about ourselves—but with an international

perspective, for what it tells us about how we are to

live on this very crowded planet.

CREATE A SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT where each

member is encouraged to believe that even failure can be

as valuable as success so long as excellence is the goal.

EXPAND COMMUNITY beyond our walls as we seek to

become both a resource for a richly varied city and a

responsive partner of the world.

PROMOTE FISCAL AND MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS by

the wise stewardship of resources required to insure

the on-going strength of the college.

Throughout the spring, senior leaders met with

departments and divisions and with the Senate, the

President’s Cabinet and students to consider how the

College will move the new themes forward in the year

ahead. New strategies for advancing the six themes were

identified. The plan we have developed through this

process is far bolder and more expansive than any we

would have produced without the stories gathered in the

Appreciative Inquiry interviews.

LaGuardia’s Strategic Plan can be found on the College’s website

at http://www.lagcc.cuny.edu/president/Vision_Book.pdf

In some ways, the interview process itself was transformative

and many on campus are already using what they have

learned in their work. A Humanities professor on the planning

team taught his students to use Appreciative Inquiry in

interviewing people for their semester projects. A film student

videotaped interviews with more than 25 students, faculty and

staff and is preparing a documentary about the Summit. One

hundred staff at a recent divisional meeting used the

Appreciative Inquiry interviews to identify times they felt

valued, supported and recognized in their work in the division

and explore their wishes for the future.

David Cooperrider and Diana Whitney, say “Appreciative

Inquiry assumes that every living system has untapped, rich

and inspiring accounts of the positive. Link this ‘positive

change core’ directly to any change agenda, and changes never

thought possible are suddenly and democratically mobilized.”

It is our belief and hope that what we have learned through

this process will continue to shape and define the way we

work at LaGuardia and that the Visioning Summit was just

the beginning of what will become an ongoing process of

using Appreciative Inquiry to transform our College.

Resources
Watkins, J. M. and & Mohr, B. (2001). Appreciative inquiry, Change at the speed of
imagination. San Francisco: Jossey Bass/Pfeiffer.

Watkins, J. M. & Cooperrider, D. L. (2001). Appreciative inquiry: A transformative
paradigm. OD Practitioner, 32 (1).

Cooperrider, D. L. & Whitney, D. (1999). Appreciative inquiry: A positive revolution
in change. In P. Holman and T. Devane (Eds.), The change handbook, Group
methods for shaping the future. San Francisco: Berrett-Kohler Publishers, Inc.
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SUCCESS STRATEGIES FOR
EXECUTIVE SEARCHES:

Making a Positive Difference Behind the Scenes

GEORGE A. MARTINEZ AND DONNA SCHOBER
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S U C C E S S  S T R A T E G I E S  F O R  E X E C U T I V E  S E A R C H E S

he process of hiring senior level executives in

complex higher education environments sets

the stage for new leadership and serves as an

important prelude to organizational change.

While the end product is the selection of a

new leader, the process itself can serve many

constructive purposes. Search processes

require a great deal of specialized coordination and

communication that encompass judgment and

interpersonal skills, as well as management of operational

details. In most searches at this level, a single facilitator is

charged by the hiring authority with coordinating the search

and serving as a liaison between stakeholders. The staff

person serving as this central coordinating point must

communicate between the hiring authority, Human

Resources, search firms, search committees, employees,

the community at large, and, of course, the candidates. 

In our combined experience helping coordinate searches for

college and campus presidents, among other senior level

leaders for Maricopa and Pima community college districts

in Arizona, we have identified several success strategies.

We believe the suggestions that follow can be applied

effectively in many academic environments and yield

positive results.

Search Process Guiding Principles
An important fact that brings many issues into focus is

that, ultimately, the “owner” of a search for a senior

executive is the person responsible for the search process

and its result. In our experience, this person has been the

community college district Chancellor (the hiring authority),

who recommends the appointment of a finalist to the

Governing Board. Understanding any hiring authority’s

previous experiences with selecting senior-level staff, along

with his or her preferences and expectations, is critical to

establishing the character of any search. At the outset of a

search, several broad issues should be considered and

determined with the hiring authority:

• What are the expectations of the Governing Board?

• What are the expectations of the college or unit

awaiting new leadership?

• What precedent(s) will influence the search?

• How much information will be shared about the

process; when and by whom?

• What is the budget for the search?

• What is the desired timetable for the various phases

of the search to occur and the process to be

completed? This question is often driven by

academic calendars and the availability of various

stakeholders, such as faculty.

• Will in-house search processes be supplemented by

outside resources, such as search consultants, and

how will that be integrated with internal processes?

• What process will be used to determine

representation on the search committee and how will

members be identified?

Working with the hiring authority to identify the right

questions to ask, then addressing them critically and in

consultation with others as needed, represents an important

starting point. The decisions made at this stage become

guiding principles for the entire process and can help

defend and explain the search later, if needed. 

Major Components of Most Searches
Most searches follow a general sequence of steps designed

to ensure opportunities for input, review, and response by

anyone potentially affected by new leadership. The

solicitation of input, however, should not proceed from a

“blank slate,” but rather from a starting point of reviewing

the institution’s mission, challenges, and opportunities.

Seeking input from internal and external communities

within this context can help elicit responses that focus on

the qualities, characteristics, and experiences desired in a

new leader. Such input can be gathered in a variety of

T
Understanding any hiring authority’s
previous experiences with selecting 
senior-level staff, along with his or her
preferences and expectations, is critical to
establishing the character of any search.
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public forums and via e-mail, websites, and other

techniques. However, not every search may require such

broad-based input. For example, for senior-level positions

other than college presidents, the scope of input may be

more limited to those groups directly affected by the new

leadership.

Developing the Challenge Profile: Advertising and Promotion

After gathering input from stakeholders, summarizing that

information in writing for a variety of purposes is a critical

early step. This rhetorical dimension of the search is 

important because it influences candidates’ first

impression(s) of the college or other entity where new

leadership is needed. In some instances, a “challenge

profile” outlining the specifics of the institution, its history,

potential, and unique challenges for leadership (elicited

from the hiring authority and group processes) is developed.

The profile often takes the form of a brochure and/or

website, drives the content of other materials used in the

search, and keeps the search “on message” with a kind of

rhetorical continuity. For example, the challenge profile can

serve as the basis for ads in publications and can even help

determine the content of e-mails and other updates to

various stakeholders. Choosing optimal publications for ads

and meeting deadline dates is generally done by Human

Resources in coordination with the search coordinator. 

Search Committees

Navigating the politics of search committees is often

challenging and requires a nuanced understanding of

politics, pressure points, and expectations. In shared

governance environments, diverse constituencies will expect

to be represented and serve on search committees.

Precedent should be considered (but not always adhered

to) and every effort should be made for broad

representation of stakeholders on the search committee.

Beyond identifying and inviting committee members to serve,

potential problems can be avoided later if search staff help

educate members about the scope and nature of their role. It

is often a good idea for the staff liaison to meet individually

with each committee member to review roles and

responsibilities, emphasizing confidentiality in particular. It

helps bringing the context of how senior-level executive

searches are handled elsewhere into these discussions. 

Search Consultants

Serving as a liaison between the institution and the search

firm is another role for staff charged with helping

coordinate searches. Clear and frequent two-way

communication is required, ideally with honesty and trust.

Clarity of the process needs to be mutually shared.

Agreement about how the work of the search consultant will
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Beyond identifying and inviting
committee members to serve, potential
problems can be avoided later if search
staff help educate members about the
scope and nature of their role. 
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be integrated into the district/college process is especially

vital so that a genuine team effort can be created and one

singular process results. Serving as an “interpreter” of the

college’s process to the consultants and vice versa can help

make this happen. Also, knowing the hiring authority well

enough to be able to relay to consultants his or her desires

is important as well. 

Public Forums 

One of the first opportunities for a campus community or

department to transition to new leadership is during a

public forum, so its importance should not be

underestimated. It is at this point that some stakeholders

begin to envision the future and even become excited about

the possibilities of new leadership. 

Most senior-level executive searches will include some kind

of public forum where finalists can be introduced, speak

about their interest in the position and about themselves,

and take questions from the audience. Staff should ensure

that finalists receive equal time at the forum and that the

event structure and logistics are identical for all finalists. It

is appropriate for search staff to facilitate forums by

equitably introducing finalists, fielding questions, devising

a mechanism to record and gather written feedback, and

keeping the event on schedule. It is essential to capture

feedback from everyone who attends the forum. 

The hiring authority will want to include his/her leadership

team at this stage as well, such as through small group

meetings to informally and privately interview finalists. In

some cases, members of this team will become the peers

of the finalist selected; the group meeting can therefore

serve as the first introduction to the future leaders’ peer

support group. The leadership team should then be asked

to provide feedback to the hiring authority. These various

formats, combined with interviews, are helpful in showing

the many facets of a candidate and in determining the

“right fit.” Staff coordinating the search should gather

these written and verbal inputs and summarize everything

in an executive summary for the hiring authority. Looking

for clues about finalists’ leadership styles and patterns in

responses can be invaluable to the hiring authority’s

decision making.

Site Visits

If “showing rather than telling” is deemed important for

your search, then physically visiting finalists’ workplaces is

indispensable. There is no substitute for visiting campuses

or other work environments to ask about finalists and see

their organizational cultures first-hand, and, of course, the

results of their leadership. All of this must be done

sensitively, keeping in mind the goal of the site visit and

how information gleaned would supplement other

information about a finalist, as noted above. Managing

these sensitivities and summarizing and communicating the

gathered information represents another important

component of staff work. This step raises a series of related
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It is appropriate for search staff to
facilitate forums by equitably
introducing finalists, fielding questions,
devising a mechanism to record and
gather written feedback, and keeping
the event on schedule.



questions that need to be anticipated well in advance,

ideally when initial decisions about the search’s guiding

principles are determined:

• Which stakeholders from the search committee 

need to (or expect to) participate in the site visit?

• Who at the site should be interviewed?

• What is the budget for travel? 

• When and how will debriefing occur?

Negotiations

Any search process is, in reality, a series of smaller

processes, and the negotiations stage once a winning

finalist has been selected is a particularly sensitive process.

While every organization may handle negotiations

differently, we recommend that the hiring authority

designate one individual to handle negotiations on salary,

benefits, and other terms of employment. Moving to this

stage requires careful communication between the staff

person managing the overall details and Human Resources.

The “handoff” of the finalist to the lead negotiator should

be done seamlessly, with appropriate introductions and

reminders of each person’s role at this stage of hiring. 

Communications

Staff plays a crucial role in coordinating a great deal of

inter-connected communications supporting executive

searches. Much of this work revolves around writing for

different media: the challenge profile; a promotional

brochure to be used in mailings and in other ways to reach

likely potential candidates; electronic and other

communications from the hiring authority to both internal

and external stakeholders, especially for the

college/department for whom the search is being

conducted; a website that describes the search process,

timelines, public forums, etc. Beyond these formal

communication tools, those staffing executive searches

often find themselves engaged in “rumor control.” Every

search is different, of course, but common to all of them is

rumor and even misinformation. Staff coordinating the

search process should have “informants” and advocates

within the Search Committee or the college or department

who can share what rumors they may be hearing—but also

to relay accurate information. Responding to questions or

rumors in a timely fashion is very important as well.  

Conclusion
Senior-level executive searches can serve many constructive

purposes: engaging multiple stakeholders in envisioning

change; reaffirming organizational strengths and identifying

potential; and, of course, selecting new leadership. By

skillfully managing the many steps and sensitivities behind

searches, staff can serve these purposes and advance the

organization’s mission. Above all, in their powerful ability to

introduce new leaders to organizations and vice versa,

search processes help establish the tone and character of

positive change that ultimately benefits many.
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To Nurture....
To Bloom....

A  L E A D E R ’ S  S T O RY

By Larry Bouldin



Wherever I have lived, I have found time and space to plant

flowers, even if only in boxes on the patio of an apartment.

I’ve always dreamed of going to Holland during tulip-

blooming season. I still remember the flower gardens

adjacent to the cottages and castles from the one time I was

in England and Scotland. “No straight lines” was the

mantra and a riot of color and variety was found.

When, “in the bleak midwinter, frosty winds made moan,”

as the lovely Christina Rossetti poem begins, I am inside

where it is warm with my White Flower Farm, Burpee’s,

Breck’s, and Gardener’s Eden catalogs. I read and wonder

and dream and ORDER. Oh, yes, with a cup of hot tea, my

phone, and credit card, I order bulbs and seeds and hope

for spring. The problem is that I often forget I’ve ordered

until the UPS man appears with boxes at “the appropriate

planting time.” Late last fall I had just finished planting the

last of over 350 tulip and daffodil bulbs when he came

bearing a huge box of narcissus (paperwhite) bulbs. I was

cold. My back was hurting. It was then that I had an

epiphany. The accompanying brochure said, “Ideal for

Forcing.” I read it and it said to chill the bulbs for a few

weeks and then they would be ready to force. I wondered

aloud, “Why wait until spring to enjoy these paperwhites?”
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grew up in a family that loved gardening
—vegetables for the meals and for canning and the
freezer, but always at the end of the plot, rows of
zinnias, cannas, dahlias, nasturtiums, and marigolds.

Cut flowers would find their places on tables in the house.
Flower beds were found at every turn outside. We always
anticipated the first crocus of spring and the show of
daffodils and tulips that followed. Irises and lilies of all
colors shared space with red geraniums, coleus, bleeding
hearts, snow-on-the-mountain,lemon drops, sultanas, and
other old-fashioned plants. My mother could always find
another spot for a flower bed and dad was usually willing to
plow and prepare the ground. As a little child, I spent many
a wonderful summer’s day with my neighbor, Naomi. I was
her gardening buddy. We planted bachelor buttons,
snapdragons, daisies, larkspur, and gladiolus in long rows
down the side of her property.
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So began my scheme for January and the spring semester

return-to-school get-together for the Math Division of

Roane State Community College.

Since becoming dean of the division, I’ve tried to do

something a little different for that initial meeting of the

group that always takes place the first day of each semester. I

have a theme of some sort that ties in with our teaching,

small gifts for faculty, good food, and a time of catching up

on news before tackling the business at hand. In the

process, I try to present a short essay to the group that might

make them consider, in a new light, just what this business

of teaching is all about, which, of course, is the students.

What follows is the result of that epiphany on my doorstep

on a cold day in November.

Imagine walking into a room with bright yellow tulips on tables

covered with yellow gingham and a serving table laden with fresh

fruit, scones, hot tea, coffee, and a huge arrangement of yellow

tulips. The Beatles’ tune, “Here Comes the Sun” is playing in the

background.

Happy New Year to the
Math-Science Division
“‘Here Comes the Sun’ is the theme for this semester’s

divisional meeting. We may not feel it now, what with the

last few days of cold and cloudy weather, and we may not

feel it later if we get hit with the usual ice and snow of

January and February. However, the sun will return with its

warming days and hints of spring.

“I have chosen bright yellow and table accents to reinforce

this idea. My gift to you is a paperwhite narcissus bulb

(already in its own container) that can be ‘forced’ into

blooming early by some water (and perhaps some plant

food) and lots of sunshine and warmth. It can remind us of

the wonders of all those things that lie dormant just waiting

to bring forth their goodness. After planting a very large

number of bulbs this fall, I am looking forward to seeing

what will burst forth in my yard this spring and hope to

share the results with you all. 

I like having something to anticipate, especially when

confronted by the tired routines and dreary weather 

of winter.” 

“When I was planting all these bulbs, I thought of my

high school math teacher, Mrs.

Henninger. She was a

gardener’s gardener.

She would bring

her flowers

(especially

tulips and

daffodils, but sometimes roses

too) to school and we’d talk about the symmetry and

geometry of the flower and the geometry of flower arranging

as well. I learned from her that a beautiful arrangement

doesn’t necessarily have to be perfect and that sometimes the

quirky little surprise is what makes it sing. The geometry we

learned from her stayed with me forever.”

“In a sense, we were her bulbs that she watered, nurtured,

and forced to grow and produce. She knew when to step

back and let us flower mathematically too. Most of us did,

because we knew she expected us to produce and we dared

not defy her. Only later did I realize that her forcing me to

grow mathematically was one of the best things she could

have done. Having goals, clear expectations, and high

standards were integral parts of the ‘Mary Henninger
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Since becoming dean of the division, I’ve tried to do something a
little different for that initial meeting of the group that always takes
place the first day of each semester.
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experience.’ Even though I may not have appreciated her every day,

I look back with fondness and wonder at her ability to produce good

students. I honor and cherish her memory still.”

“I would encourage you to emulate Mary Henninger. Students need

forcing sometimes…but remember that they will always need

warmth and cultivation and nurturing as well. Like her flower

arrangements, that quirky little difference to a presentation or

lecture may just be what it takes to make it sing. Look upon your

paperwhite bulb and anticipate its beauty and sweet aroma to come.

Look upon your students and imagine what they can become and

help them along toward that goal.”

“I hope you have a wonderful semester. I stand ready to help you in

every way I can. Welcome back.”

It is interesting to note that in about three weeks after the semester

started, I started getting emails from faculty. 

“It’s blooming!” they would report. 

“I’m sitting here enjoying the wonderful smell of these little white

flowers,” another said.

An unexpected comment, “By George, I didn’t kill it after all. It’s

actually blooming!”

Walking to the parking lot one afternoon, one of my veteran

teachers said, “This has been a rough day. I’ve introduced some

very difficult material and the students are resisting. When I walked

into the office after class, that darned bulb was in full bloom. The

office smelled so good. I sat and looked at it and thought of what

you’d said. I’ll try something a little different tomorrow.” 

I smiled and wished her a good evening.

About the author: 

Dr. Larry Bouldin is Professor of

Mathematics and Dean of 

Math-Sciences at Roane State

Community College in Harriman, TN.

He can be reached at

BouldinCL@roanestate.edu. 
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WHAT MAKES
AN EXEMPLARY

LEADER?



The Academy is honored to
present the 2006 Exemplary
Leaders and Leadership Teams.
These outstanding leaders were
recognized by their colleagues and
honored at the 15th Annual
International Leadership Conference
held in Tucson, Arizona. These
individuals and teams have
demonstrated dedicated service
through the development of
outstanding programs to enhance
learning and community on their
campuses. They have created diverse
offerings to meet the demands and
needs of changing post-secondary
populations. The 2006 Exemplary
Leaders and Leadership Teams have
modeled loyalty, commitment,
integrity, acceptance, and effective
communication, and have enhanced
the overall effectiveness of their
departments, teams, and colleges.
They have demonstrated excellence in
leadership.      
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PEGGY AALUND RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
Kingwood College 
Texas

CAROL ACHS
Dean, Academic Affairs
Mesa Community College
Arizona

ANTOINE BARNAART
Australia Team Leader
Australian Chongqing/China 
Vocational Education 
& Training Project
Chongqing, China 

RAY BATTEE
Department Chair, Instructor,
Developmental Math
Cochise College
Arizona

DR. JOHN BELL
Associate Dean, 
Extended Campus
State Fair Community College
Missouri

AMANDA BERNAL-CARLO, PH.D.
Chair, Natural Sciences
Eugenio María de Hostos
Community College
New York
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DR. WILMA BONAPARTE
Associate Dean, Early Childhood,
Liberal Arts & Sciences
Milwaukee Area Technical College
Wisconsin

DR. JOSÉE BOURS
Manager, Center for 
Teaching & Learning
Koning Willem I College
The Netherlands

JOANNE BRAXTON
Associate Vice President 
for Campus Affairs
Suffolk County Community College
New York

DR. BARBARA BROWN
Department Chair
Georgia Perimeter College
Georgia

PATTY CHARLTON
Vice President of 
Finance & Administration
Community College of Southern
Nevada

DR. WILLIAM E. COPPOLA
Dean, MASH Division
Kingwood College
Texas

KELLY COWAN
Interim Dean
Miami University
Ohio

DR. DIANNE CRISP
Psychology Professor
Kwantlen University
British Columbia

ZOE CUJAK
Associate Dean, Service
Occupations
Fox Valley Technical College
Wisconsin

RAFEEF DAHIR
Teacher/Career Counselor
Sharjah Women's College, Higher
Colleges of Technology
United Arab Emirates

DR. MARIE DAVENPORT
Chair of Business Information
Technologies
Broome Community College
New York

DOUG DESANTI
Department Chair, Applied
Technology
Glendale Community College
Arizona

DENISE DIGIANFILIPPO
Department Chair, Nursing
Glendale Community College
Arizona

DUANE DOYLE
Division Chair, 
Occupational Studies
Arkansas State University
Arkansas

STACY EHMEN
Director, Admissions & Records
Danville Area Community College
Illinois

“If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more,
do more and become more, you are a leader.”

— John Quincy Adams
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DR. MARGARET EHRLICH
Department Chair, Mathematics,
Computer Science & Engineering
Georgia Perimeter College
Georgia

MARIA ENCISCO
Faculty, Foreign Languages
Phoenix College
Arizona

DR. GLENNA JEANNE 
OPUULANI EWING
Team Leader for 
Continuous Improvement
Northcentral Technical College
Wisconsin

W. HOWARD FINNEY
Executive Dean, Business 
& Public Service
El Centro College
Texas

CRAIG FOWLER
Campus Administrator
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical
College - Rice Lake
Wisconsin

DR. JOHN GALL
Director, Liberal Arts & Sciences
Community College of Beaver
County
Pennsylvania

PROFESSOR CHRISTINE GODWIN
Chair, English & Foreign
Languages
SUNY Orange
New York

GLORIA GOLDMAN
Professor and Chair of Nursing
Department
Sinclair Community College
Ohio

ALISON GROENE
Associate Director 
Residential Life
Southwest Minnesota 
State University
Minnesota

RICHARD “BUBBA” HALL
Assistant Dean, Math, 
Science, & Behavioral Science
Cochise College
Arizona

SHEILA HANCOCK
Co-Chair, English Department
Kwantlen University College
Canada

DR. TARA HART
Chair, English & World Language
Howard Community College
Maryland

LINDA HEILAND
Director, Curriculum, Learning, &
Assessment Support Services
Central Arizona College
Arizona

JOHN HOOD
Dean, School of Computer &
Engineering Technology
Cambrian College of Applied 
Arts & Technology
Canada

MILDRED HUERTAS SOLÁ
Vice-Chancellor
Universidad del Este of Ana G.
Méndez University
Puerto Rico

“What creates trust, in the end, is the leader’s 
manifest respect for the followers.”

—Jim O’Toole, Leading Change
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JIM HULL
Director of Counseling, Career, 
& Transfer Services
Tompkins Cortland Community
College
New York

DR. ANTHONY IACONO
Assistant Dean, Developmental
Education
Indian River Community College
Florida

JANET M. INGARGIOLA
Director of Financial Aid
Danville Area Community College
Illinois

DR. RON JOEKEL
Professor, Educational
Administration
University of Nebraska
Nebraska

PAULA JOHNS
Vice Chancellor for 
Economic Development
Bossier Parish 
Community College
Louisiana

DR. RICHARD KALFUS
Professor/Department Chair
St. Louis Community College
Missouri

PATTI KIELPINSKI
Department Chair, Early
Childhood Education
Milwaukee Area Technical College
Wisconsin

DR. BRENT KNIGHT
President
Morton College
Illinois

JUDY KORB
Director, Staff & 
Organizational Development
Johnson County 
Community College
Kansas

JOHN LAMPIGNANO
Director, Center for Teaching 
& Learning
GateWay Community College
Arizona

MARILYN LEACH
Director of Learning Resources
Southwest Minnesota 
State University
Minnesota

LIZ LIGON
Chair, Health 
Enhancement Department
Phoenix College
Arizona

JONATHAN R. LONG
Vice President of Student Services
Johnson County 
Community College
Kansas

ADEL MIKHAIL LOUIS
Visa & Housing Officer
Abu Dhabi Men's College
United Arab Emirates

JEAN MADILL
Vice-President, Enrolment
Management & Learner Services
Lethbridge Community College
Canada

“Nothing is so contagious as enthusiasm.”
—Samuel Taylor Coleridge
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DR. ERICK MANN
Chair, Historical & Policy Studies
Oakton Community College
Illinois

DONALD N. MARCOUILLER
Campus Administrator
Wisconsin Indianhead 
Technical College
Wisconsin

PAUL MARSALA
Director, Adult Basic Education
Truckee Meadows 
Community College
Nevada

STACY L. MARTIN
Director of Human Resources
Southwest Wisconsin 
Technical College
Wisconsin

DR. JANET MARTINEZ-BERNAL
Director, Title V—ConeXiones
Cochise College
Arizona

GERALDINE L. MCBROOM
Dean
Albuquerque Technical 
Vocational Institute
New Mexico

DR. MARJORIE MCCOLM
Director of Academic Excellence
The City College—George Brown
Canada

JOHN MCGRATH
Chief Technology Officer
Grant MacEwan College
Canada

KEITHEN D. MCKENZIE
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs
Big Sandy Community 
& Technical College
Kentucky

MARK MITSUI
Assistant Dean of 
Student Services
Green River Community College
Washington

DR. STEPHEN K. MITTELSTET
President
Richland College
Texas

DR. MILADY MURPHY
Director, Wellness Center
Shelton State Community College
Alabama

DR. SUSAN MURPHY
Dean, Math, Sciences, 
& Engineering
Albuquerque Technical 
Vocational Institute
New Mexico

BEN NAGY
Dean, Trades & 
Heavy Industrial Division
Keyano College
Canada

SCOTT NEWMAN
Division Chair
Oklahoma State University
Oklahoma

LIN

“The deepest human need is the need to be appreciated.”
—William James
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IDA I. NIEMAN
Executive Director of 
Advancement & Planning
Sussex County Community College
New Jersey

LIZ O'BRIEN
Chair, Communication, Theater, 
Film, & Sign Language
Phoenix College
Arizona

MARY OLSON
Program Leader, Medical Careers
Rochester Community 
& Technical College
Minnesota

DR. TONI H. PENDERGRASS
Executive Dean, Communications,
Mathematics
El Centro College
Texas

KURT PENNER
Coordinator, First Year Experience
Kwantlen University College
Canada

DR. BONNIE PETTERSON
Chair, Health Information
Management
Phoenix College
Arizona

JAN PITERA
Associate Professor & Chair
Business Department
Broome Community College
New York

ROBERT PRIOR
Chair, Math & Sciences
Riverside Community College
California

MARGARET PRZYGODA
Chair, Biology Department
Middlesex County College
New Jersey

GERI RASMUSSEN
Chair, Liberal Arts Division
GateWay Community College
Arizona

DR. TERESA RAY-CONNELL
Instructor/Clinical Dentist
Wallace State Community College
Alabama

ANNETTE REYNOLDS
Chair, Sociology/Anthropology
Kwantlen University College
Canada

DR. CYNTHIA S. REYNOLDS
Chair, Social & 
Behavioral Sciences
Manatee Community College
Florida

MELINDA RUDIBAUGH
Chair, Mathematics
Chandler-Gilbert 
Community College
Arizona

GARY T. RUSSELL
Chair, Language & Literature
Manatee Community College
Florida

“You must be the change you wish to see in the world.”
—Gandhi
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Tennessee
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DONNA SPEEKER
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Wallace State Community College
Alabama

SANDRA STOKES
Manager/Chairperson
Baton Rouge Community College
Louisiana

WILLIAM STROHAVER
Campus President, Executive VP
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Michigan
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Wisconsin
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Dean, Arts & Humanities
St. Charles Community College
Missouri
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Division Chair-University Studies
Arkansas State University
Arkansas
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“The essence of leadership is the capacity to build and
develop the self-esteem of others.”

—Irwin Federman
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Prehospital Care; Marlene Raasok, Dean, Health and Public Safety; Karl Weiss, Instructor,
Respiratory Therapy; Ron Wyrostok, Academic Coordinator, Respiratory Therapy; 
SAIT Polytechnic, Canada

FACULTY ASSESSMENT WORKING GROUP (FAWG), Terry Davin, Biology Faculty; Gloria
Maxwell, Librarian; Greg Sanford, History Faculty; Lisa Spaulding, English Faculty; 
Penn Valley Community College, Missouri
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HCT/ADMC E-Tasks Team, Sheila Andon & Peter Waters
Abu Dhabi Men’s College, United Arab Emirates

MICHENER INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
ACADEMIC CHAIRS: Suzanne Allaire, Lori Boyd, Paula Burns, Lorraine Ramsay, Anne Rumbolt
The Michener Institute for Applied Health Sciences, Canada

LAKE LAND COLLEGE DIVISION CHAIRS Ken Beno, Humanities Chair; Marilyn Thompson,
Allied Heath Chair; Tim Van Dyke, Technology Chair; Curt Rincker, Agriculture Chair; 
Matt Madigan, Math and Science Chair; Sandy Gourley, Social Science and Education Chair;
Kathy Black, Business Chair
Lake Land College, Illinois

NORTHWEST IOWA COMMUNITY COLLEGE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL Dr. Kathy Brock, 
Vice President of Instruction & Learning Services; Jan Snyder, Vice President of 
Institutional Advancement & Enrollment Services; Alethea Stubbe, Vice President of 
Finance & Administrative Services; Dr. Rhonda Pennings, Dean of Arts and Science, 
Business & Health; Muryl Korver, Dean of Trade & Technology; 
Northwest Iowa Community College, Iowa
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DANVILLE AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT SERVICES TEAM, INFORMATION &
RECORDS: Margie Arlington, Carla Boyd, Vicki Bradley, Stacy Ehmen, Diane Milburn, 
David Sanders, Vicki Squires, Sheila Walter ADVISEMENT & COUNSELING: Alice Cowan,
Ernestine Darnell, Dianne Marbel, Karen McKissack, Jeff Primmer CAREER SERVICES:
Brenda Shanks, Diana Wyatt CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER: Kelly Alvarez, Rashell Booth,
Janet Graul, Ana Nasser, Amy Rothwell. Amanda Shannon, Amber White, Brenda Williams
DOWNTOWN EDUCATION CENTER: Brad Davis FINANCIAL AID: Michelle Cornell, Ellen Frost,
Janet Ingargiola, Lori Jones STUDENT DIVERSITY ADVOCATE: Carla Boyd OFFICE OF
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT SERVICES: Dr. Belina A. Dalton-Russell
Danville Area Community College Illinois
BRISTOL COMMUNITY COLLEGE PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL


